Auditory brainstem activity in children with 9-30 months of bilateral cochlear implant use.
Bilateral cochlear implants aim to restore binaural processing along the auditory pathways in children with bilateral deafness. We assessed auditory brainstem activity evoked by single biphasic pulses delivered by an apical or basal electrode from the left, right and both cochlear implants in 13 children. Repeated measures were made over the first 9-30 months of bilateral implant use. In children with short or long periods of unilateral implant use prior to the second implantation, Wave eV of the auditory brainstem response was initially prolonged when evoked by the naïve versus experienced side. These differences tended to resolve in children first implanted <3 years of age but not in children implanted at older ages with long delays between implants. Latency differences were projected to persist for longer periods in children with long delays between implants compared with children with short delays. No differences in right versus left evoked eV latency were found in 2 children receiving bilateral implants simultaneously and their response latencies decreased over time. Binaural interaction responses showed effects of stimulating electrode position (responses were more detectable when evoked by an apical than basal pair of implant electrodes), and duration of delay between implants (measured by latency delays). The trends shown here suggest a negative impact of unilateral implant use on bilateral auditory brainstem plasticity.